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25-PERCENT-CHORD GWSNN AND PLAIN FLAPS
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SUMMARY.,

Aerodynamic force tests of an N.A.C.A. 23018 airfoil
with a Gwinn flap having a chord 25 percent of the over-
all chord and of an N.A.C.A. 23015 airfoil with a Plaf~
flap having a 25-percent chord were conducted in the
N.A.C.A. 7- by 10-foot wind tunnel to determine the rela-
tive merits of the Gwinn and the plain flaps.

!Che tests indicated that, based on speed-range ra-
tios, the plain flap was more effective than the Gwinn
flap. At sqall flap deflections, t~ePlain flQP h~~ the.
lowe~ drag coefficients at lift-coeffici,ent ,values less’
than 0.70. For lift coefficients greater than ..0.’70,how~
ever, the Gwinn flap at all downward flap ‘deflections had
the lower drag coefficients,

INTRODUCTION

Improvement in airplane performance has depended
somewhat on the development and the use of high-lift de-
vices. “As an aid to designers, the N.A.C.A. has conducted
many experimental investigations of various types of flap
and has reported the effects of these different flaps Ori
high or low drag at high lift (gliao-~ath control), low c
drag in the cruising-speed conditiohr and high lift and
low arag at the”take-off.

The present investigation, conducted in the .N~AoC*A.
7- by 10-foot wind tunnel, was of a high-lift device
identified as the Gwinn flap and included for comparison
tho te5.ts of a plain” flap. “The Gwinn flap is essentially,.
a flat plate mounted at a point very near the trailing
edge “of the wing. In its neutral posit$on, the flap eX-
tends past the traillng edge of the wing, there%y resulting
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in an increased over -all .chord and wing. area. In some
respects the Gwinn flap is similar to the plain flap.
Both flaps deflect upward or downward so that either of
them may ho Used “as a high-lift, device and &Llso as an
aileron.

The principal purposo of this investigation was to
dotormino the rolativo merits of tho Gwinn and tho ordi-
nary plain flaps as high-lift dovicos. Previous tests
(reference 1) have been conducted on airfoils with plain
flaps; the nodels used, however, were not comparable with
the Gwinn flap nodel used in this investigation. The
nodels of the airfoils with the Gwinn wad the plain flops
used in these tests had the sane over-all chord., span,
aspect ,ratio, and approxirmte naxtnum thickness.

APPARA!l!US AIJD TESTS

Models

Two airfoil models were teited: An 8-inch-chord
IJ.A.C.A. 23018 airfoil section with a Gwinn flap having
a chord 25 percent of the over-all chord (fig. 1) ..anda
10-inch-chord N.A.C.A. 23015 airfoil section with a.plain
flap having a 25”-percent chord (fig. 2). Each model has
a span of 60 inches and an over-all chord of 10 inches.
The maximum thickness of the model with the Gwinn flap,
based on over-all chord, is 14.4 percent of the chord and,
of the model with the plain flap, 15 percent., Both air-
foils and the plain flap are made of laminated beech; the
Gwinn flap is made of aluminum. In order to mount the
Gwiun fla-p; 5 percent of the over-all chord was removed
from the trailing .adgo of the i?.A.C.A. 23018 airfoil sec-
tion. The flaps are arranged to move up or down alout
their respective hinge axes Qr.to lock rigidly in a given
position. Flap deflections were measured with respect ta
the airfoil chord line, and all gaps between the airfoils
and the flaps were sealed with plasticize to prevent air
leakage.
... , .

Wind Tunnel and Balance

The tests wero made in the N.A.C.A. 7’- by 10-foot,
tunnel, which has a closed throat and return passage. T.he
tunnel and the ragular 6-component balance aro described
in references 2 and 3.

F..
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Tests .,

Test condit ions.- The dynamic pressure was maintained
constant throughout the tests at 16.37 pounds per square
foot, corresponding to an air speed of a%out 80 miles per
hour at standard sea-level conditions: The average test
Reynolds Number was 609,000, based on the air speed and
the 10-inch airfoil chord.

l?est m~ocedure.- Tare tasts were conducted to d.eter-
mine the e“ffects of the model-supporting strut on the lift,
the drag, and the pitching moments of the two airfoils and
flaps. .’

The main portion of the investigation consisted”in
determinations-of lift, drag and pitchin‘
flap deflections of -lOO;

g mo:ents for
=53, -20, 00, ~ , ~ , ~*o,,150,

300, 450, 600, and 790 throughout

1-
from -12° to beyond the stall for..

in a;gle:of-attack range
each of the airfoils.

Coefficients

.
The test” results are given in the form of standard

absolute coefficients of lift, drag, and pitching moment.

,,
.,, liftcL.—

.. qs .

drag
. .

cD.—
qs

,,, ,-

. . . pitching monent about aerodynamic center of

.Cm
.(a.c*)’o = ,

airfoil with flap aeut ral

.qcs”

. ..,.,
. . . . “.. L lift .—= —?

..
* D drag”

where

.
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S wing area.

c over-all chord of

~ dynamic prgssure.

and a angle of attack.

*.

r’-

wing and flap.

flf flap deflection (downward deflection is positive).

All coefficients were obtained directly fron’ the bal-
ance and refer to the wind (or tunnel) axes.

Corroct~d test results.- The data were corrected for
tunnel effoctrs to aspect ratio 6.iB free air. The s“tnndard
jet-boundary corrections were applied. (See rt3ferenca 4.)
In addition, corrections were applied for the effects of
the supporting strut on the aerodyna_u3c. coefficients .of the
models as indicated by the tare tests.

The corrected test results are prosogted. in figures
3 to 6 as plots of lift, dr,ag, and pitching-moment coeffi-
cients and lift-drag ratio against angle of attack.

DISCUSSION

Gwinn Flap ...

,!

The lift and the drag coefficients f%r the ai.rfoi.l
with the Gwinn flap are plotted against angle of attack
for the different flap deflections in figure 3. !Cho
pitching-moment coefficients and thG lift+rag ratios for
the came conditions arc plottwd in figuro 4. Figure 3
indicates that CL varied regularly with flap deflection

except when the fla~ was deflected 30°. TM irregular
curvo for the 30° flap deflection may be .a characteristic
of the airfoil-and-flap combination, or it may to attrib-
uted to scale effect. The maximum value of CL occurred
at tif = 60° (fig. 3(b)), and the maximum value of L/D
was 18.6 at af = Oo (fig. A(a))* Tho variation of

‘m(a. c.)o
with flap deflection was uniform; the upward

deflections of the flap tended to give stalling moments,
and the downward deflections gave diving nonents.
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Plain Flap

The lift and the drag coefficients for the airfoil
with the plain flap are plotted against angle of ‘attack
for the different flap deflections in figure 5. The
pitching-moment coefficients and the lift-drag ratio8 are
p16tt”ed $n figure 6. As in the ca~e of”$he Gwinn flap,
the CL curve for the plain flap deflected 30° is irreg-
ular, which may be attributed to the flow characteristics
and the scale of-the tests. The maxinum value of GL

occurred at ~f = 60° (fig. 5(b)), and the maximum value
of L/D was 13.4 at bf = “O” (fig.,6(a)). “

,.

. –-Comparison of Gwinn and Plain Flaps .

Envelope polar curves of CD plotted against

for the airfoils~with the Gwinn and the plain flaps
the different values of af are given in figure 7.
curves indicate that, for values of CL from -0.15

CL
at
Thes e

to
0.66 (which.covers the high-speed and ~he cruising-sPeed
ranges) the plain flap had the lower drag. !T!heminimum
value” of CD for the airfoil with the plain flap, 0.0095,
occurred at 8f = 00 and, for the airfoil with the Gwinn
flap, the minimum value was 0.0107 at ~f = -2°. (Ss0 also
figs. Z(a) and 5(a).) ‘Only a slight” dfffarence exi~ted be-
tween the drag characteristics of the Gwinn flap at ~f =
-20 and tif = 00. The maximum lift coefficient CL

of the Gwinn flap a-t Sf = 60° was 2.03 and, of them~~ain
flap at the same flap deflection, was 2.00. (See fig. 8.)

The effect of flap deflection on CD at different

values of CL is shown in figure 9. The plain flap has
lower drag coefficients for values of CL through 0.70

in the flap-deflection rango of -10° to 5°. At CL = l.00~
the Gwinn flap had tho lower drag coeffic,ien’t.

. . . .-

Further comparisons are given i.n’the following table
for the conditions of flaps neutral and deflected 60°. The
comparison includes the increnent of naximuti lift coeffi-
cient due t-o flap deflection ,AC_~nax, the speed-range

ratio CL
/ cDmin9 and the glide path, indicated by

max
L/D” at c~axm

.
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,,cLmax L/D at ‘“ c~nax GLmax
Flap .CLmax”.y

,.
AcL&ax ~ —CL c%ax .

P~i= max CDmin. .
.. ,(a)

\ ,.

Gwtnn. 1.19 ,212 7.0 2(03 0.84 190 145

Plain 1.09 115 11.9 2.00 .91 210 166

L./D at

CL
c-l9,X

5.1

4.8

(EL)
CD at C’L = 0.20. ‘-

nin
:.

Froq” this table it is observed that, although the .
Gwinn. fl”ap both neutral or deflected 60° has slightly
hi’gher values of CLnax, the increment of ‘“(!L., caused

max
by deflecting the flap Is greater for the plain flap. The
‘comparison also indicates that the plain flap has the
higher speeclerange ratio whetqer the flap .is neu~ra~ or de-
flected .60°. and whether

C%n
is taken at =. 0° -or~f,,, .,

a+ CL = ().20. A comparison of the values “of L/D ‘at

cIf~axshows that a steeper gliding anglo could be ob-t~~ncd

with the plain flap d“6f16c-ted 60° than with th”e Gwinn flap
. ati‘the sane deflection.

!.”. ,
..

CONCLUDING REM&S
!,

. . ,-

The results of this investigation of an N.A.C.A. 23018
airfoil with a Gwinn flap having a chord 25 percent of “the
over-all chord and of an 3?.A.C.A. 23015 airfoil wfth a plain
flap having,a 25-percent chord indicat.ed.tza!~. frorn.a Son-
s%deration of ~peod-range ratio, the plaln flap was nore
effective than the Gwinn flap.

.
,..

~“~onpari.son of the two types of flap at small flaP
deflections showed that, for values of the lift coefficient

b

of 0.70 or less, the Nlain flap had the lower drag cocffi-
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cient. At all downward flap deflections, however, the
Gwinn flap had the lower drag coefficient at lift coef-
ficients greater than 0.70.

Langley Menoria2 Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory ComDittee for Aeronautics,

Langley Field, Vs., April 4, 1940.
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Figure l.- Gwinn flap on the rectangular N.A.C.A. 23018 airfoil.
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Figure 2.- Plainflap on the rectangular li.A.C.A. 23015 airfoil.
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Angfe of otfa%, d , deg

(a) Small flap deflections. (b) Lerge flap defleotiona.

Fi@e 3.- Lift and drag coefficientsof the rectangularN.A.C.A. 23018 airfoilwith 0,Z50 Gwinn flap.
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Figure 4.- Pitching-momentcoeffioientaand lift-dragratios of the rectang&r N.A.C.A. 23018 airfoil
with 0.25c Gwinn flap.
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(a) Small flap deflections. (b) Large flap deflations.

Figure 5.- Lift and drag coefficiente of the rectangularH.A.C.A.23015 airfoilwith0.24%plain flap.
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(a) Small flap deflections. ““ (b) b’ge flap deflection.

Figure 6.- Pitohing-momentooeffioiente and lift-dregratios of the rectangularN.A.C.A. 23015 drf oil
with 0.25c-plain flap.
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Figure 8.-Effeot.‘offlapdeflectionon&iim liftcofif-
fioiemt.III.0.25c.Gwinnflapon theN.A..C.A,230~Bai@@
andth60.250plainflapon theN.A.C. A. 230~5a$rfoil.
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~lwm&flecym ~,40&a 50 m 70

,,
Figm-e 9.- Effeot of flap deflection on-dreg aoeffioientn
at different 1ift coeff ioients. The 0.25c Gwinn flap on the
ti. A.C. A. 23018 airfoil. end the 0,250 plain flap on the
N. A.C. A. 23015airfoil.
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